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XX POINSINT

broidery and hurried with his friend out into the

again. He remembered their stories of an old

noisy, laughing, narrow, crowded street. Yellow
faces, masked faces, painted faces, all calling to
one another and grinning, moved in a jostling
stream on both sides of the two young men as they

woman with a wrinkled face, who slipped your

tried to push their way faster through the crowd.
“Good Harvest Season to you, Wing Mou, or Mo
Sing, or Fang Din,” called neighbors to one another as they recognized a familiar face or voice.
And the answer would come, “And to you also,
Meilan, or Chin Erh, and to all your children, your
children’s children and their children also!”
Lung Fu, pushing along behind his friend,
heard one or two voices call his name, but he did
not stop to see who it might be, nor did he stop to
acknowledge the street merchants who put their
hands on his shoulders and spoke loudly in his ear
as he followed his friend down the Street of the

Seventh Dragon, the market place of the Harvest
Season. He smelled the hot, spicy smells of the
street; pushed painted, whistle-blowing faces away
from his own when their owners leapt, dancing, in
front of him; and reflected, at the same time, that
his heart was pounding against his ribs like a tree
monkey he had once caught in a bamboo cage.

Perhaps Simon and Wung Sun and the
others, whom they were supposed to meet, would
be gone when they arrived at the meeting place.
Perhaps they would not wait for Chang and him to
get there. If they did not wait, Chang and Lung Fu
would have to go alone to the House of the Green

Dragon. Either that or they would have to wait until

The House of the Green Dragon

next year, when again the streets
would be crowded and laughing

with all the farmers who had come
to celebrate the Harvest Feast. This was

Pamela Wakelin

the time when no one noticed who went in or came
out of the House.
Lung Fu did not think he could go with

money away very quietly and showed you a dark
staircase at the top of which waited the painted,

smiling girls. While the young men told their tales,
they would grin at Lung Fu, grin as young men who

knew such things as Lung Fu would never dream.
Sometimes, after he had come in, his
mother would say, “Lung Fu, why do you stand out

there beneath the trees, talking to those boys? |
do not like them; there is something evil about

them. They are not your kind. Lee Ming says that
she sees them often in the city when she takes
her eggs to market, and that is the time when they
should be working on their fathers’ farms.”
Lung Fu would shrug his shoulders and
say, “| am going over to see Chang. | will be in
early.”

He would go to see Chang, and Chang
would ask him what he had heard that evening
under the trees, would ask as one who knew a
little but did not mind learning more. Lung Fu
would tell him of the wine, the girls, the old woman
and, angrily, of his own embarrassment.

This year, Lung Fu was determined that he
would speak also and that he would not stand
alone in his ignorance and stupidity there under
the trees. The strength of his determination moved
him to catch up with Chang, and he called loudly
to him. ‘‘Chang, Chang, do you think they will tire
waiting for us? We must run faster.”

Chang cried back to him, “It is silly to
hurry faster. We do not need them. We can go in
alone if they have already left the meeting place.
They will just have gone inside already. The meeting place is only across the street from it.’ But
Chang quickened his pace.

Watching him, Lung Fu thought to himself,
“Why should Chang be nervous or afraid to go in

only Chang, but neither did he think he could spend
another year listening to Simon and Wung Sun and

alone?’’ Chang knew more than he about these
things, although it was true that Chang knew noth-

the others speaking smugly under the trees in the

ing of the painted, dancing girls. But were painted,

evenings after the work was done. Lung Fu remember how he would stand apart from them, his

dancing girls any different from the girls of the
farms? Chang at least had had one experience

Hurry, Lung Fu! The others will have left if we do

hands wet, his face hot, and his mouth dry, as he

with a farm girl, which he had told to Lung Fu ina

not hurry!” The young man called Lung Fu said,
“Yes, yes, I’m coming, Chang.” He grabbed his

listened to them speak of hot rice wine and painted
girls who danced and smiled with painted lips, and

dark, loose-fitting silk robe with the gold em-

danced and smiled and beckoned and danced

low, nervous whisper one night. He had told it
quickly, without much detail, to the open-mouthed
Lung Fu, and when he was done with the telling of

about the girl, but when he got to him, Chang
pulled him close, his eyes dark and angry in the
full moon of his face.
“They've gone! They couldn’t wait for us!
They meant to embarrass us and leave us standing
here, not knowing how to go about it!”
Lung Fu did not answer. He looked across

The doors opened from the inside, and
Chang and Lung Fu followed the old man as he
entered. Then the old man faded slowly back between the two doors, which closed, this time, from
the outside. Chang and Lung Fu stood together,
aware of nothing; not the rows of men sitting crosslegged on the floor, not the round bowls of steaming wine being passed among them, not even of

the street and saw shining there, in green, and gold
and red lights, the House of the Green Dragon.
For a long while they stood there, Chang
dark and angry, Lung Fu staring at the glowing
house, while the parading crowd tooted whistles
and snaked around them.

being passed bowls themselves. They stood together, and they heard only the drums, increasing
in tempo until a red light shot across the dark floor
and the dancing began.
Neither Chang nor Lung Fu knew what
happened after that. They remembered only the

and Wung Sun to the House of the Green Dragon.

Finally Lung Fu spoke: “I am going in

drums beating faster and louder, and they remem-

Now the crowds had become aa little
thicker andalittle slower, and Chang and Lung Fu

there, Chang.” As simply as he might say, “I am

bered flashing color and whirling lights, and they

Lung Fu. | live on a farm at the edge of the city,” he
said it. “Will you come, Chang?”

remembered the wrinkled face of a laughing old
woman—and they remembereda dark staircase.
How they met much later, stumbling
through the night, the ground wet with mist, they

it he had said, ‘Lung Fu, it was not as | thought it
would be.’’ Then scoffingly, “These farm girls know

nothing. | will do as Simon and Wung Sun do and
go to the city, where the girls are not afraid.” Then
he had added, with a strange sound in his voice,
“And besides
—there is something wrong with a
farm girl doing that. | used to like to watch this one,
going by to the market place. She was so straight
and always wore a clean smock. But now, | cannot
even stand to see her go by.”
And Lung Fu and Chang had wondered
about this. They had wondered and spoken with
low, puzzled voices, and then they laid plans. On
the next Harvest feast, they would go with Simon

were forced to slow to a halting walk as they
pushed through the brightly clad people. A parade
was moving up ahead, and the smells and sounds
of fireworks exploding over the heads of the people
intensified the closeness, din, and nervousness
that surrounded Chang and Lung Fu, making painful their urgency to get to the meeting place.
Someone grabbed and clung to Lung Fu’s
sleeve, and he was forced to turn and see a young
girl’s smiling face, red paint covering her cheeks
and outlining the wide mouth, and blue paint on
the lids of the slanting dark eyes.
Excitedly the red mouth said, “Lung Fu,
Lung Fu, do you know me?|live on the farm near
yours.”
Lung Fu knew her, but he did not know
the paint on her cheeks and lips and eyes. He felt
a strange clutching at his heart and a hotness
across his forehead. He let the crowd carry him
away from her until he could see her bright face no

with wild, exciting color. He was going to tell him

He turned and looked hard at Chang, and
Chang, the anger leaving his face, returned the

look. He bowed his head in assent, and the two
threaded their way across the street.
After watching anxiously, for a small moment, the faces of the crowd passing by, they were
let in at a side door of the great blazing house.
Once inside, they could see almost nothing. The
bright torches and flaming colors of the yard made
the long inside hall seem as dim as a tunnel going
into a tomb, but it was not so quiet. As they followed an old man in a light kimono, they could
hear the steady low rhythm of small, muffled hand
drums. The hall was very long; the sound of the
drums grew louder as they reached the end. The
old man stopped before two closed doors, turned

It was swollen and dull, and Chang, fighting
through the waves of green passing at steady intervals before his own eyes, cried, ‘Lung Fu, what
is wrong?”

Lung Fu turned his face away. First his
hands, then his shoulders, then his whole body
shook.

Ahead of him he saw Chang, waving and
gesturing for him to hurry and catch up. He pushed

the smooth skin of his forehead, and in the soft

and turned and side-stepped, watching Chang as

each other’s backs, when Lung Fu suddenly threw
himself away from Chang, down to the damp
ground.
Chang fell down beside him. “What is it,
Lung Fu? Lung Fu, my old friend—”
Lung Fu hardly knew, but he lifted his face.

a swift gesture of his right that they place some
money in it. Behind the doors the small drums beat

should not have been allowed to come to the city
like that!”

temple was thumping and pushing visibly against

dimness as
palm, Lung
man’s eyes.
played on his face and shot the air around his head ‘glowed like

the lights and flickers from the fireworks and the
warm glows from the paper lamps and torches

each other’s arms, crying out in weariness and relief. They were laughing and crying and clapping

to them and held out his left hand, indicating with
a count faster, and Lung Fu and Chang were so
caught by the sound that they hardly noticed the
old man’s hand. They moved stiffly to take out their
money, their eyes wide as the sound of the drums
became louder in their ears. The pulse in Chang’s

longer; then he looked around him for Chang, all
the while thinking angrily, “She looks like a painted
dancing girl! What is wrong with her parents? She

did not know. But when they had come close
enough and they saw each other, they fell into

he dropped his money into the open
Fu just caught a glimpse of the old
They were long, thin eyes, and they
two black stones.

Chang cried out again, ‘Stop it! Stop it!
Stop it!’ But Lung Fu did not seem to hear him.

Finally Chang sat down beside his friend, put his
hand on the heaving shoulder, and sat looking
fearfully into the dark. He made a hard ball of one
of his fists. “How | hate Simon and Wung Sun!” he
whispered. “How | hate that farm girl!” He paused

again, stood up, threw back his head, and shouted
into the darkness, “How | hate the House of the
Green Dragon!” Then he, too, sank sobbing, beside Lung Fu.

Nancy Craighead

In My Pocket is a Coin

Tne old man paused at each three-legged table and drank. He first drank beer,
from a water glass, then whiskey, from a shot glass, then wine, from the bottle. He
remained steady while drinking, but as he started again on his way up the hill, he
rolled with the earth, walking horizontally, his feet breaking store windows, arms

weaving webs to catch the cobbled-street solidity. There was a seven-foot interval
to navigate before reaching the next table, then another space, another table, and

on, and on, to the top. Sometimes he would bumpatable, but it would not move
from the gutter. The old man did not actually look to the summit; the view was steep;
the sun was high. His silver hair was beautiful in the light.
She sat on an orange crate in front of the theater, a tin cup at her right
foot. The marquee shaded her. In the right pocket of her corduroy jacket were a
five-dollar bill, a Canadian nickel, thirty dimes, and an olive pit. In the left pocket
were two bills, probably ones, but the girl had not checked since he gave them
to her.

She was able to watch everything on the other side of the street and could
notice anyone coming up the hill. For minutes now she had been tracing the
upward path, far down, of a white, glinting object.
He wore a plaid hunting coat. Abruptly he had been there, in front of her.
(She saw the woods, the trees, the leaves.) He lifted her hand, folding his fingers
into hers, closing them, giving her backa fist of leaves. Now she reached in and
touched them, green leaves from the old man.
The glint was now a man, slowly weaving upward. He was now on an eyelevel with the girl, and she waited for him to look up and over at her. She dreaded

recognition from him, who, solid, branches gnarled, nobly rooted, gave from goodness and went upright down the hill.
The scarlet woman and the bronze boy demanded of the girl, “Give us

the day’s profits.”
No, don’t look up, old man.

“Wait—wait.”’
How he gleams.

“Give it here now!”
He is looking! Silver twinkled out over the sidewalk.
“Good, good, now the other pocket, girl.’’
Two green bills unfolded became two hundred. A despairing look again,

and, astonished, full of wonder, and glad beyond darkness, she let fall the two bills.
Her laugh unravelled. Stage money. Sham. She recognized the old man.

Harry Piper is a reasonably successful business
man. While there are many sixty-thousand-dollar

homes in Arlington Heights, Harry has settled for
a forty-thousand one in order to whittle away at

his mortgage and at the same time secure every
conceivable modern contraption for his family.
He’s a gadget nut. You know the type. Any kind of

maintaining and repairing his swimming pool filter.
A week doesn’t go by without several service
trucks visiting the Pipers to rework, rebuild, or
repair some of their modern conveniences; but
like the dice-player, Harry never knows when to
quit.
Harry’s also a hard-luck guy. Take the

household or lawn tool you might want to borrow,

time early this summer when he gave a neighbor-

Harry’s got it: electric mower, lawn sweeper,
power-edger, and drills; clippers, snippers, diggers, and pruners. All are neatly arranged on peg-

hood party. The accordion player he had engaged
for background music got into the punch-bowl too

board in his garage, which also housesa Fleetwood Cadillac and a Porche.

talents, waltzed backwards one step too far and
fell into the swimming pool, accordion and all.
This of course broke up the party as several irate

He was the very first on the block to own
an electric can opener. You can count on Harry for
band-aids, string, shotgun shells or a fifth of

Scotch if friends stay too late and drink you dry.
Besides these necessities of survival, Harry Piper
has accumulated recreational gear, which includes, not necessarily in the order of their importance, a complete camping outfit; an eighteen-

often and then, overwhelmed by his own singing

Episcopalian mothers marched their children
home, even before the ice-cream was served.
Then, nice-guy Harry had to stay up half the night
helping the accordion player dry out his bellows.
You see, we live next door to the Pipers,

so we’re bound to see and hear them enjoy their
night-and-day unhappiness. The latest episode

come any closer, Phil; stay back, don’t excite her!
Wait a minute till | get this fence up.”
| was speechless. He had driven a huge
nail in the corner of the house, had strung a single
wire from there to a silver maple tree and thence
to a post, and now was perspiring over a pair of
pliers as he completed a square by fastening the
wire to another corner of the house. It was evident
that. Harry’s intent was to surround the horse,
which was tethered to a concrete block in the
middle of the enclosure. Watching him finish the

operation, | thought, “Oh boy, this’ll be great!”
Somehow, some way, | sensed the pathos and
comedy to follow.

“OK, Phil, come on over; you can help
me hook up the shocking machine.”
“The what?”
The battery that makes the shock.”

“Oh,” | replied, still not knowing what he
meant.
“Yeah, you see, | hook this box and battery up to the fence and it shoots a shock through
the wire every ten seconds and stops the horse

foot outboard with trailer; water skis, snow skis,
and regulation scuba-diving outfits for himself, his

was the breaking point, however, and as a result’

wife and three children; not to mention the perfunctory everyday stock items of golf, tennis, ice-

up on the funny farm, either voluntarily or by force.
Several days ago, 1 was reading the evening paper when my wife Martha mumbled from

from knocking down the fence.”

the kitchen, ‘| wonder what that horse is doing in

“Well, it’s the only way | can keep the
horse in the yard and besides...”

skating, archery, badminton, and quoits. If he’s
got forty thousand dollars tied up in the house,
he’s got another thirty grand wrapped up in this
other monkey-business.
The children are engulfed in piano, flute,
and trombone lessons. They’ve had instruction in
the dance, skating, elocution, and seamanship.
Mrs. Piper takes lessons in oil painting, needlepoint, and conversational French. By all standards,

of it | shouldn’t be surprised to see old Harry wind

the Pipers’ back yard?”

‘Harry, why would the horse want to

knock the fence down?”

Since | don’t listen to Martha too intently

“Harry! You can’t keep a horse in the city!

while I’m reading, | replied, “It sounded like you

A horse belongs ona farm, or out West!”
“Look, Phil, | own an acre of land here;

said, ‘What’s that horse doing in the Pipers’ back
yard?’ ””’
“That’s exactly what | did say, Phil; you

it will be a great thing for the kids to learn to ride.
| got her for two hundred bucks through the classi-

never listen to me. Oh, isn’t he beautiful?”
While I’m usually not surprised at the
things Harry brings or sends home, | was suffi-

fied. Pure Arabian quarterhorse!”

who got shocked was Harry himself; the next his

ble lot. Mrs. Piper is cantankerous, the children
are either moody, sickly, or pouting, and poor

ciently motivated to check the accuracy of my
wife’s statement and slipped out through the sliding glass door to have a look at the beast.
As | approached the hedge that separated

Harry is constantly brooding about the cost of

our houses, Harry spied me and hushed, “Don't

the Pipers should be the most athletic, educated,
wholesome, traveled, cosmopolitan, and learned
group of people in Arlington Heights, but, un-

fortunately, they are not. In fact, they’re a misera-

Seeing that he couldn’t be deterred, | reluctantly helped him rig the fence. The first person
wife, who came bustling around the corner of the
garage with a carrot for the horse. So | took hold
of the single wire to see the extent of the jolt. It
was pretty effective; | felt it down to the tips of my

toes.
While all of this construction work was
progressing, the horse, which was named Queenie,
was slowly nibbling her way across Harry’s fine
stand of bluegrass towards the fence, dragging the
concrete block behind her. Suddenly, Queenie
touched the fence, went straight up in the air, executeda full gainer, and then shot across the yard,
the concrete block in tow. She made for the little
grove at the back of the Piper’s lot with all of us
in hot pursuit. The lead line to the concrete block
snapped off as she skirted a large sapling, releasing her for a spurt worthy of Churchill Downs. She
galloped flat-out up through the Murphys’, the Cosgroves’, and the Goldmans’ back yards only to be
corraled by an eight-foot brick wall that the Flynns
had thrown up as a spite fence against the Webers.

We must have been thirty strong, having
picked up additional neighbors during the chase,
as, with Harry in the lead, we stealthily approached
Queenie. The poor distraught creature was wildeyed, her body lathered, nostrils distended, and
ears twitching forward, as Harry singlehandedly
captured her. Of course we all shared in the glory
of the prize and joined in a parade of all ages,
shapes, and sizes in leading her back to her elec-

tronic corral.
After the crowd dispersed, Mrs. Piper, always sympathetic to Harry’s family togetherness
and the only one who had equestrian training,
decided to saddle Queenie and introduce the
Piper children to horsemanship. Harry held
Queenie’s reins while Mrs. Piper humped herself
up and over the saddle. The click as Harry disengaged the devil-wire cued poor Queenie to snort,
rear, and take off again across the yard.
| covered my eyes, but my wife, who is

far braver than |, related later that Queenie made
for the little grove at the back of Piper’s lot,

through the Murphys’, the Cosgroves’, and the
Goldmans’ back yards, again to be corraled by the
eight-foot brick wall that the Flynns had thrown
up as a spite fence against the Webers.

When | turned out my bed lamp that night,

| peeked out the upstairs window and murmured
a soft good-night to Harry as he turned down his
Coleman lantern and slipped into his sleeping bag
to lend companionship to Queenie for the night.
None of us is sure whether Queenie
jumped over the fence or slipped under, but the next morning we heard Harry shouting, cursing,
sputtering, and in general rousing everybody in
the neighborhood. Queenie was gone. A search of
the area disclosed her grazing contentedly on the
Goldmans’ front lawn. As the pajama parade approached her upwind, she raised her head curiously, her big bottle-eyes looking at us. We took
a step forward; she took a few steps backwards.
We circled to the right; she circled to the left.
Finally, Harry made a desperate lunge for the
bridle. She bolted and then stiff-legged it up
Heather Hill Drive and across Brighton Road,
which was jam-packed with early-morning traffic.
Well, this plumber in a Ford pick-up swerved to
avoid hitting Queenie and piled into a ’63 Pontiac
convertible, and a black Chevrolet jumped the
curb and broke off a fire hydrant. Traffic backed
up for about six blocks. As | led Queenie back to
her home, I'll never forget the sight of pajamaed
Harry running the fingers of his left hand through

his hair and scratching his behind with his right
while trying to explain to four policemen the foibles of fatherhood.
That same evening, as | pulled into my
driveway, | wasn’t surprised to see a Railway Express truck delivering a fourteen-inch telescope

at Harry’s place; last spring as we were pinching

skinned Mrs. Piper off at the first low-hanging

off chrysanthemums in our common border, he had
mentioned that some day he wanted a back-yard

branch, circled back, and galloped flat-out up

observatory—for the family.

The Pipers
Bob Barker

Home Soon
Lawrence Peters

Jorr’s big, black, disturbing eyes looked kindly
at her three fat caramel-colored babies: Jeanne
not quite one, Jacqueline not quite two, and Terry
not quite three. She smiled, then spoke softly.
“Daddy will be home soon.”
“Daddy mommy, daddy mommy,” the oldest baby responded. The others were sound
asleep; she had fed thema half hour ago, but not
Terry, Jr.; she was glad that he would be awake
when Terry came home for dinner.
For a few seconds she thought of the
babies’ old, badly nicked playpen; the new one
that they were in now was a month old. The pen
had arrived as an early third wedding anniversary
present from her brother in Germany with the
Army.
“You're a good boy, Terry. Let’s wait for
your daddy to come home.”
She was hoping that Terry wouldn’t fall
asleep as his sisters had.
Rising reluctantly from a soft turquoise
couch, she walked to the pen, bent low, and lifted
Terry up gently. Smoothing out his curly black
hair, she noticed that the last of the soft spots on
his head had disappeared. Terry yawned.
“Daddy will be home soon.”

She was whispering in Terry, Jr.’s ear now
and staring through the blue-tinted Venetian
blinds, a wedding gift from her mother: God knows
she and Terry couldn't afford them when they first
got married. No sign of Terry. Dinner had been
ready an hour ago, and the best china and silverware and white napkins were already set out on
the table: the best was set out every day. A tangerine sunbeam reflected across her face before
she closed the blinds reluctantly.

Five chimes echoed in the silent room,
removing the last traces of afternoon solitude from
her mind. (Five o’clock. Faculty meetings are always on Monday nights, not Fridays.)
For a while she thought about Terry’s not

having his degree yet: another summer school,

and he would be graduating; she thought about
life on campus with Terry and the two babies and
their three-room apartment. Cramped. The feel-

ing was still with her.
Her wide eyes looked long at the high
ceiling and the crowding walls of the living room;

there was a small kitchen just off to the right of
the dining room. (Terry, when your daddy’s finished school I'll have a home with a kitchen the
size of this living room.) The living room was
slightly larger than the kitchen and the dining
room combined, but it was still conspicuously
small.
At five-thirty she wanted to put the kids to
bed: Jeanne went first, then Jacqueline, then
Terry. Returning downstairs, she remembered
that track team practice lasted until five o’clock.
(Terry had stopped going to practices after he got
by-passed for the assistant coach job: the two
hundred dollars would have done wonders for our
budget.) All the kids were in her and Terry’s bed-

room.
She paused at the bottom of the steps and
noticed that her skirt was linted with red from
Jacqueline’s wool sweater. Painfully distracted,
she started to pick the fuzz off. Except for the tiny
hairs, her skirt was immaculate, cotton white with
thin pleats. Her knees showed beautifully, shaded
the same complexion as her legs. Pure white silk

and printed with a few dark green flowers, Jerri’s
low-cut blouse was as radiant as the spring that
she had seen opening in Fairmont Park yesterday
morning. Her apple-green pumps were plain. She
looked young and natural; she hadn’t worn any
lipstick for three days. Bare-legged, wearing a
short skirt, and with her plump breasts rather exposed, Jerri had an air that hinted at the beautiful
nakedness that had made Terry anxiously father
three babies that he couldn’t afford but wanted.
Jerri tried to brush the hairs off with her hands;

she gave up, went and stood over the dining table,

‘“Jerri.”’ He paused. “I have a second job.

stared at the two settings, then sat down on the
couch again.
It was six o’clock.

I'll tell you about it when | get home.”
“What time are you.. .?”

In seven minutes Jerri fell asleep. Before
she dozed off, she tightened her skirt, crisscrossed
her arms on the top of the couch back, and rested
her head on her arms; she was comfortable. An
hour passed.

lll be home soon...”
“Terry?”

BAAROOMMMMMM
“Terry!”
She jumped. The noise sounded so much
like a thunder clap that she got up and opened
the blinds again. (Dark. How can you tell it’s raining when it’s dark?) She couldn't see any rain mist

around the street lights. (Those cherry lights on
that radio tower look beautiful. The Eiffel Tower
at night. Why go to Paris? Terry. When is he coming home?”’)
She closed the blinds. The clock chimed
seven times.
(Maybe | should call the school. No. Not
the school. Call Ted. He drives Terry home. Terry
must be with Maryann and Ted. Why is he staying
with them so long?) Before she slid down to the
other end of the couch, she paused, pinched her
bottom lip with her teeth for a second. (If Terry
had dropped in on Ted and Maryann for a couple
of hours, Maryann would have called me.) She
reached for the telephone anyway. It was ona polished black-brown table next to the couch.

“PIL be home soon; I’ve gotta go, Jerri.
Terry was gone. Slowly Jerri hung up the
phone. For the first time she felt herself fighting a
subtle loneliness; she picked up a novel, Anna
Karenina, from beside the phone and turned on
the reading lamp. She read calmly for an hour. As
soon as the eighth chime ended, Jerri closed the
novel. There wasn’t a sound coming from the kids;
she felt restless.

Rising from the couch, Jerri walked leisurely over to a wide mirror hanging on the wall
directly opposite the couch: the mirror wasa birthday gift from her brother. She pulled the light

switch near the mirror; the living room brightened
up like a showcase and the room achieved a bigness which she knew was only an illusion: it had
taken her five steps to arrive at the mirror. Her
hair flowed easily through the comb; it was long,
loose, and velvet black; Jerri had some of it in
her hand, mused over its well-kept brilliance and
tossed it back over her shoulder. For six months
she hadn’t been to the beauty shop. The look of
amazement on Jerri’s face reflecting in the mir-

ror faded into a smile that could feed her feminine
pride for another six months: she wasn’t suffering from penny-pinching; she simply felt that she

Dialing Maryann’s number wasa reflex

could thus help contribute to the bank account

action; Maryann was her best friend and Ted’s
wife. Ted wasn’t home at the moment. Ted had
dropped Terry off on the outskirts of town, near
a new gas station, around six-thirty; both Ted and
Terry had had departmental meetings—that’s all
Maryann knew. Jerri put down the phone, and it
rang immediately.
“Jerri.”
“Terry. Where are you? I‘just finished calling Maryann.”

Terry had for the down-payment ona Levittown
home. The bank account had already withstood
a reasonable borrowing, and it was four hundred

dollars short. Terry figured that it would take him
seven months to replace the four hundred dollars
and keep his head above water; before bed last
night he had taken a long look at the length of
Jerri’s silky hair.

Finished combing her hair, Jerri opened
the front door, grabbed The Inquirer, and won-

dered about Terry: it was eight-thirty now. Sitting
down on the couch again, she glanced at the
headlines and turned to the women’s section,
where she saw an advertisement for Levittown
homes. The paper fell on the telephone table with
Anna Karenina.
Jerri went upstairs to peek at the children
and stayed with them longer than she expected;

it was almost nine o’clock when she returned
downstairs. Suddenly she found herself attracted
to the television set, a bargain portable, and to
the radio, but she ignored them. Watching TV
or listening to the radio was not like having Terry.
The furniture needed dusting. But the

dusting didn’t last five minutes. She went upstairs
again to see the children. Jacqueline woke up
when the door creaked, and it was ten o'clock
by the time Jerri had changed the diaper and
given her a bottle. The warm milk put Jackie back
to sleep right away. Jerri, feeling useless and
lonely, kissed Jackie before leaving the room.
It was painful for her to be staring through
the window at the Eiffel Tower again. The clock
chimed eleven times. Nervous, Jerri closed the
blinds, turned the lights off and then on quickly,
and walked upstairs to look at the children again.
Jeanne and Terry were stirring, but didn’t wake
up. For a second, she played with Terry’s curly
hair. (Maybe | should call the police. It’s late.
Don’t be silly.)
Jerri started moving the furniture around;

it against the wall and underneath the mirror. Two
feet of the couch looked like a detour sign. Wiping the light perspiration from her forehead with
a light-green handkerchief and standing a few feet
back from the couch Jerri realized that the couch
was longer than the wall and that it was blocking
the narrow entrance into the dining room. (Terry,
come home.) After she put the reading lamp and
the telephone table near the couch and rearranged the wooly blue throw-rug wrinkled up
against the woodwork beside the playpen, she
plopped down on the couch. (Terry, | know why
you're .. .)
The doorbell rang.

“Jerri!”
It seemed as if she could smell the gasoline and oil before she opened the door. Terry,
still dressed in his light, gray-blue suit, closed the
door behind him and lowered his leather bag to
the floor with a bang.
“Terry!”
Terry had his arms around her waist, and
she was on her tiptoes.
“Terry, we’re going to move into our Levittown house sooner than we expected, aren’t we?”
She was talking rapidly.
“| figured it out, just before you rang the
bell, Terry. You’re a moonlighter! When are we

going to move, Terry?”

the playpen corner and hemmed in the closet
door near the television table. The playpen rolled

“When the moonlighter has saved three
months of gas station attendant’s wages,’ he
laughed happily. The laugh was forced, but only
Terry knew it; he kissed his beautiful wide-eyed
wife while she was still on her tiptoes.

into the opposite corner; Terry’s sweater was lying in the bottom of the pen. Jerri picked the

For the first time Jerri thought the smell
of gasoline was wonderful. Holding Terry’s left

sweater up and tried to open the closet door. The
door wouldn’t open easily; the single chair was

hand as they ascended the stairs, she rubbed

she put the only single chair in the living room in

against it. Piqued, Jerri pushed the chair away

a finger over traces of grease and oil on his
knuckles.

and hung up the sweater. After changing two
floor ash trays to different spots, Jerri pushed and

“Terry, | didn’t know what to do with myself when you didn’t come home early today.

maneuvered the couch across the room, leaving

Terry, I’m afraid for you to have two jobs.”

Bro. John Trojanski, S.M.

Maranatha

A thousand boys, brushing back soft blond hair
Sing ‘“‘Maranatha”’ to rented rag-dolls on the bed (four francs,
cheap) while a flapping sheet a mother hoists, a sail, her
blue-eyed bird in wooden cage watching on Wednesday when
Sister Constance (convent-kept), waiting, fumbles her beaded way to an empty tomb
and finds two angels;
And a couple of whites singing “Ubi Caritas” to a nigger kid bent on books.
The price of gasoline is rising in Vietnam. (But their light bill went down.)
Light filters down on the United Children’s Playground where wooden gavels
Jump up and down, up and down, up and down,
and a President calls the kids to order with a Maranatha song;
kids watching Miss Mary Donovan (she'll retire next year) write
“tomorrow” with yellow chalk on a green board, half-erased, waiting to be washed.
Then —

Sudden noise. In two. Sky-torn.

SON OF GOD. Charging from the Emerald Throne.
Sudden. Quickly.
Judge the living and the dead.
The turning of heads.

The sudden sight. The light.
A million on-coming cars in the night.
Confusion. Trumpet sound. Deafening. You're in a closet with a

million air-raid sirens. Noise.
Dropping clothespins (the sheet sails away) as
Mother snatches her bird to respond to the pull

of the oncoming Christ—to run—and fly the taxes and tears of 753
Lacrimosa Street. Neighbors running, too; some, one way; some, the other.
Down, down, down, down, down, down, down the four francs cheap hotel stairs
fall the boys and rented rag-dolls running now from
the Body of God seen and screamed at by Buddhist burning monks staring.
The gavel stops rapping; the President dismisses his kids
from the United Children’s Playground and sighs: Peace,
Did you ever see a rosary-in-hand-nun running towards a
Coming-Christ and laughing and shouting and clapping, and singing,
like all the others running toward Him, and Him towards them:

A laughing and running Christ whose garments played with the wind,
Whose wounds blinded all and even Negro-taunting singers who left
the black boy just gazing at the black God
coming through a balloon-crowded sky. Et expecto resurrectionem
mortuorum (no longer). Balloons set aloft by the Balloon Man.
And some shake their heads. Amazement. Never thought it’d happen
that day. Who ever expected? In a second! no! millionth of a
second the world was torn in half. The wheat from the cockle.

And they who ran from the running Christ ran to the burning barns.
Naked running body of our God
Running to our arms and we to His

We reach.
FUSION.
A trillion suns and galaxies explode
the joyous shouts of MARANATHA!

tiously, and decided it would be a good night to

go drinking with his twenty-eight-year-old ID. Having determined on this course of action, which
was to have so much significance in the history of
modern civilization, E. Willingsworth dramatically,
flamboyantly, exhaled a moldy gray cloud of cigarette smoke at our planet and, unsurreptitiously, let

the curtain fall back in place.
He turned and looked at himself in the
full-length mirror. ‘‘Five-six, a hundred and eighty
pounds, and every inch a real man,” he thought,

dragging deeply. Then he went to the closet and
took out his gray tweed suit, which he knew was

gray tweed and not gray something else since it
had said gray tweed right on the label and the
salesman had told him absolutely there had never
been a grayer nor a tweedier suit in the entire
store, for which reasons, since he had bought it,
E. Willingsworth was very proud because anyone
who had a gray tweed suit had good taste, besides,

it had cost $49.95. He laid it on the made bed and
went over to his desk.
He got out a cardboard box from the big
drawer of the desk and held up for the mirror a
shiny black shoulder holster, which had cost him
$83.95 mail order and was spring-loaded. He was
whistling “Dominique,” but it didn’t seem appropriate, so he pursed his brow for a few seconds

and then began “Stranger on the Shore’ the
moody way Mr. Acker Bilk plays it. He got the
small black revolver from the desk drawer too,

broke it to make sure it was empty, closed it, and,
remarking to himself how efficient it looked,
clicked the trigger three times at the mirror. He
put the gun back on the desk right in front of
the neatly ordered complete works of lan Fleming
in paperback which were set up against the wall

and supported by two bookends out of each of
which protruded the stolid metal head of a griffin.
E. Willingsworth clomped down the stairs,

E. Willingsworth
Huntsford Looks at
Life and Love, and

Several other Things

I, was late January, and all the fresh-faced young

entered the kitchen, turned the oven from “Keep
warm” to “Off,” took out a little cardboard box

poets were running around conversing about the
leaden gray sky and praying to some obscure

three inches square by half an inch deep, and

pagan god for an early spring. E. Willingsworth
Huntsford who lived in an old frame house in an
old frame neighborhood, peeked from the second
story window at the waiting world below, surrepti-

He put on the shoulder holster, carefully.
He took the pistol, holding the butt with his right
hand, and with his left hand he grasped it by the
top of the barrel and cylinder, opening the gun un-

clomped back up the stairs.

til it made a right angle with itself. From the little
box he took a red perforated paper wafer two
inches in diameter divided like a pie into six sections, each with an ugly black pressed little lump

of gunpowder in the center. E. Willingsworth inserted the wafer flat on the back of the cylinder,
where it stuck, and closed the action of the pistol
with a snap.
He inserted the weapon in the holster on
his left shoulder. A powerful spring held the gun
securely in place, but the slightest pressure on the

butt of the pistol would cause it
into its owner’s hand.
According to the manual
the holster there were six ways to
from this black leather and metal

to leap upward
that came with
draw a revolver
holster. E. Will-

course, which was really too light for this January
weather yet which he knew had to be worn, of
course, down through the tough old frame neigh-

borhood street to the Rialto bar.
Henry Mundane was a bartender. He had

this. If Bond was here there’d be some blond
Hungarian spy in a low cut dress at the bar
drinking alone; he’d walk over, buy her a vodka
martini, light a Turkish cigarette for her, and
run his eyes down over her, and she'd give him

been a bartender for twenty-four years, and he

one of those ‘Il know you and|like it’’ smiles,

had never liked it. He never would like it either;
he had made up his mind. Henry Mundane hated
most people, but there were some he only mildly
disliked. He knew E. Willingsworth only as a

and it’d be strictly no contest. And it’d be sex
too, real sex, not just one of those damned goodnight kisses. But what do | get? Three old men,
two drunks, a truck driver, and a bartender. Hell.
But someday, by God, someday.

dumpy nineteen-year-old kid in a trench coat who
came in maybe twice a week with a twenty-eightyear-old id. and sat down at the end of the bar
quietly smoking cigarettes and drinking rum and

cokes. He never talked to anyone, and that was

When the man with the black jacket came

in, E. Willingsworth had just finished his fifth one
and was wishing he could order a vodka martini
without worrying about gagging on it.

why Henry let him drink. There definitely was
something to be said for quiet drinkers.
E. Willingsworth entered the bar and took
a stool in the darkest corner, the one farthest
from the silent television.

A little before, he had shot everyone in
the bar, one after another, imagining that each

liked best. One would sneak one’s hand inside

“Gimme a rum and coke, bartender.” His

sheer immobile terror at the sight of a little ugly

one’s coat at the level of the shoulder and drop
it in a flash. The handplay here was tricky, for one
had to hit the butt with the heel of the hand, releasing it from the holster, and yet have enough
grip on the weapon to keep it from falling to the
floor. The spring would automatically throw the
gun out, and the momentum of the hand would

voice came out an almost perfect baritone.
This was one thing Henry Mundane really
hated, to be called ‘bartender’; his lips curled
slightly as he grunted out an “O.K., kid.”

blue steel automatic the man in the jacket was
pointing at him.

ingsworth knew four: a straight draw with the

right hand, a straight draw with the left hand, a
down sweep with the right hand, and a down
sweep with the left hand. It was the last that he

force it down, upside-down. The gun was held,
then, upside-down in the left hand, thumb and
forefinger curled tightly around the butt, little finger and ring finger extended down the barrel,
index finger pulling the trigger. The whole action
took only half a second. It looked terribly deadly,
and the manual said it was the most avant-gardedetective way to drawa pistol. E. Willingsworth
could do it right one time out of four.

While Henry Mundane poured the drink,
E. Willingsworth lit a Chesterfield and unbuttoned

the trench coat and the gray tweed suit coat to
give access to that all-important left armpit. He

had pulled a gun on him from behind. He was getting ready to order another rum and coke when
he saw Henry Mundane’s whole face light up with

Henry backed to the cash register, blathering something about “Anything, anything, you
can have anything just so long as you don’t shoot;
for God’s sake, don’t shoot.”

The man waved the gun at the drinkers
sitting wide-eyed at the bar. ‘Don’t none of you
move now. | don’t want to kill anybody, so don’t
none of you move.” He looked very nervous.

leaned forward, elbows on the bar, staring gloomily at his drink, appearing to bend under the
weight of a heavy burden, while he actually analyzed his life and a world misting mildly with alcohol.

screamed at him to dive under the table or else
not to move a single tendon, but the inside of E.

The inside of E. Willingsworth’s mind

Sex. That what the trouble is; there’s

Willingsworth Huntsford’s mind could not control

just not enough sex. A guy that tries to be the
hard man, not afraid to kill, not wanting to but
not afraid, you can never make it cause you
never get in the right situation. Rape and mur-

the outside of it and screamed again as his left
hand began to creep up to the level of his chin.
of his mind cried as his left hand flashed inside

der, crimes they call them, don’t they? Little
crimes to protect the weak, the sickly, from the

his coat and appeared immediately with the gun
held in an absurd upside-down position, but it was

ilish smile at himself, lit another Chesterfield,

hard ones, from the real wolves that prowl the
streets alone with our secrets, the real wolves

the outside of his mind that controlled his face,
which showed nothing but determination as he
growled, “Drop it, friend, or I’ll kill you.”
The bandit, mouth open, looked at E.

He tried it now facing the mirror, and it
worked almost perfectly. Crack, crack; he fired
twice at the armed image, and the sulphurous

smell of explosion rose to his slightly flared (on
purpose) nostrils. E. Willingsworth smiled a dev-

“My God, my God, my God,” the inside

broke the gun, took out the used paper caps, and

ever ready to pounce, to fight, to slash out and

tossed them carefully into the waste basket.
Thirty minutes later E. Willingsworth

destroy. Little men, watch out for these wolves.
They won't stay tame forever.

Huntsford, armed, was striding in black scuffed

Wonder what James Bond would do in a

Willingsworth and then began to raise his gun.
“Drop it, | said,”” commanded E. Willings-

shoes, the gray tweed suit, and a trench coat, of

place like this. Hell, he was never in a place like

worth’s voice, even more determined, yet properly

casual.

There was nothing on top of the bridge but him

“No, no, no, Oh please don’t do that; anything but not that,” the inside of his mind sobbed,
but the outside prevailed again.
“All right then,’ came his voice, and the
index finger of his left hand jerked twice, firing off
two rounds, snap, snap, at the criminal. The man

and the pigeon droppings, and he had never felt
so free and invigorated. He still had the gun in his
right hand, and he didn’t know what to do with it,
so he stood in the middle of the top of the bridge,
pointed the gun at the moon, and fired off the
remaining caps. The sound was almost completely
drowned out by the river noise and the wind.
Then he threw the pistol as far as he could out

just stood. His face did not even change expression. Then he glowered at E. Willingsworth and,
centering the ugly automatic on E.’s calm stom-

ach, fired twice.
The inside of his mind thought E. Willingsworth Huntsford was already dead and was consequently quite surprised when instead of a
deafening roar and a horrid pain there came only
an almost friendly snap, snap, and suddenly E.

Willingsworth, Henry Mundane, and the man with
the black jacket were all looking rather puzzledly
at the two spent paper caps that had emerged
magically upward from the top of the bandit’s gun.

E. and the man continued to look for
almost two full seconds before they both bolted

for the door, followed by an outraged “Hey!”
Outside the door E. Willingsworth turned
right and the bandit left.
E. Willingsworth could not stop running
or laughing. It was just the funniest thing he had
ever seen, so all he would ever remember of the

next twenty minutes of his life was a vague mist of
running and laughing until all he could do was
stop and pant because if he had run and laughed

anymore he would have strangled, and he was
leaning against a bridge, one of those old-fashioned dark gray steel bridges that made sort of
arches on either side of the road, only instead of
being rounded each arch was made out of five

huge straight steel girders so wide you could walk
up them if you really wanted to. E. Willingsworth
really wanted to. It was very cold, the wind was
blowing, and he had to stoop over to walk up the
steel girder. Halfway up he realized he was still
holding the gun in his left hand upside-down and

his hand was hurting from holding it in the same
position too long. He transferred it to his right
hand for the rest of the climb. Finally he was on
the top girder, which was horizontal, and he could

stand. For the first time he noticed the full moon
and saw that the river was almost in full flood.

into the river.
He looked down at the banks of the
stream, but no one had seen him. It must have
been later than he thought, and strangely, he

wasn’t worried about falling off the bridge. He
imagined that a dramatic suicide woud be in order, yet there were no people watching to make
it dramatic, and even if there were people E.
Willingsworth knew that now they would not be
enough. There had been a time—maybe before—
but not now. So E. Willingsworth Huntsford
climbed down the other side of the bridge, crouch-

ing very low, being very careful not to fall off.
Stephen H. Bickham

Herb Fox
Private Portfolio

ln an era of posh photography, it is
always a relief to find a man still concerned with presenting honest and
pertinent images, and relying on his
eye and confidence rather than darkroom tomfoolery and optical tricks to
attain it.
Herb Fox’ background in
photography stretches back some five
years, assaulting the campus first with
his rowdy work in the 1960 Daytonian
yearbook, then with subsequent repeats in following years, recurrent kingqueen campaigns and a number of

free-lance advertisements. Now the art
director of Exponent, his technique,
like the stark design he utilizes in the
magazine, has progressed nearly to a
state of rejection.
He uses light and shadow as a
paint roller, totally obliterating areas
which to him are unimportant and nonessential. He crops severely, bounding
in for a close up when other photographers would back off, filling a print with

blank area when anenlargement seems
in order.
Herb is gutty. He is one of the
few photographers who rarely fusses

about film, cameras, or himself. He
visualizes, then bulldozes his equipment to its limit to deliver what he

demands.
That his technique works at all
is unbelievable. That he can control it

brinks on genius.

Stark, almost brutal in its lighting, this
print yet retains all the gentleness of
young motherhood, stripping it clean

to its basics.

A spring message, one of exuberance
and rousing action, and one of a sunwashed day.

The setting sun and the tired patience
of a riding horse. Now the fading sun
dissolves the last remnant of day and

sets the stage for dusk.

An exercise in timing. The ship was
launched in good fortune, aside from a
few spattered guests in the ensemble.

Herb does not rely merely on luck.
Finely focused, expertly exposed, this
print still retains the stark, almost un-

real quality of sheer reality.

To the student, few things connote
‘Dayton’ more completely than the
University Chapel and the sound of a
bomber overhead. Commonplace
enough, but here there is a mood

evoked, a touching of the straining
loneliness inherent in both.

Sharp, clean, and high fashion, this
portrait speaks of total femininity.
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John M. King

A Poem for Holy Week

Relentless, runic now, now random,
Shape the breakers shorelines long,
Swelling shoals
(Littoral lingerings infinite),
Sand seething seaward now,
Suds light, white bobbing
Vanish there; now where?
Beneath the pebbles? In the air?
Too soon, again, too soon.
On Michaelmas on abbey walls
Uneaten froze the crumbs of crust
—the summer’s song has flown again—
And quizzically a shivering squirrel
Blinked quick into the night.
In India, despite the rain,

Now, a bearded Ph.D.
On time-tried provocation
Smashed into a thousand pieces

With a sleek and sweat-stained sledge
Discabolis Revisited
Then six months in the scratching.
(The beer cans, too, felt the
Cold intensity of the blow.)
And then | saw it clear as day
The daughters of the dawn,
A hundred million starving squatters
Screaming, screaming, screaming, screaming

Mute beneath a hundred million
Blood-bought, time-wrought faces

Of disconcerted unconcern
And purified perhapslessness

Askance, akimbo, spat a soldier
Down upon the tear-tinged, just-so

And heard it whispered
Sideways

Chiseled toes; the squat stone
Emperor, emerald-eyed and
Cut in sympathizing poise,
Sustained, somehow, the slighting, royal
(Uniquely noble) attitude.

| feel, a slip too straight.”’

(Yet lightning-loud and thunder-like),
‘‘That cross, you see, it stands,
And not an eye, but desert dry,

Nor breast met fist but jestfully.

In four-legged bathtubs enameled with porcelain
Dreams, in chipped kitchen sinks scoured godly with
Brillo, the whales blow goldly, spewing out trumpets, in
Brandy decanters and vinegar jars the whalebirds’ dithYrambs meter the sky singing the waters out of infinIty into the coves, where the pirates play children all lithY and innocent holding their knives shouting, ‘‘We are the spinNers, the spinners of bottles,’’ whispering, ‘‘Tell us a myth,
Mother.”’ ‘‘I’ll tell you a story: there was an old prophet
Who lived in a whale who lived in the sink of old Mrs. Moffet
‘“‘Break bread with me, and|will
Turn your deserts into gold. Drink
Wine, whitest wine, and | will
Turn your streams to silver,’’ so

Said the bitter face with skin like
Lemon rind, sliding (ina great
One-handed arc) the beer and
Pretzels down to me, leaving in his
Wake scuds of foam and salt-bits

Against the white-wood (looking some like bread brownCrusted some like ivory smelling all of dampness green
And living) a plane peels cleanly strips of wood-skin
Felling layers curled up against the blade to die in other
Layers on the floor whose sawdust wafting flickers goldly
In the light from fireglass sun now outflaming quickly through
The leaf-groups of the giant cedars
Grained into the wood is whaleskin blue-black,
Pearl and the flesh of silver oysters,

Coral there coagulated red
By all the drying wingbeats of pelican and dove
(Who long ago on ripegreen olives fed)

And gulls as all with honey in their mouths flew back
Still singing from places sweet to water salted
With the taste of brine and vinegar

Pirate bones notched like gun butts (with flak
Not spanish swords/The Flying Dutchman in behalf of
Antiaircraft fire splintered into fishfin bones),
Cities scraped from greatness with easy

On the damp rag-patterned bar, and
In my desert places sun like lemon

Nonchalance that drifted—undeceitfully,
Lost among the snails.

Beat, packing down the sands in

And on this driftwood winds in half-tones
Blow through seaweed
Wet with foam as though in combing
Through that hair the wood is madea living reed.

Brittle dunes till lop-legged
Camels passing singly in the night
Made mountains on the moon lowHanging, breaking all the artful
Ridges draped with sand and leaving
Footprints filled with pools of

Silver light. Puer natus/Filius datus

Penny Hornkohl

Rise to Some Convergence Saying
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Bro. D. J. Hibler

New Haven New Year Night

How senseless seem such
good but passings
stacked against
our so-short gaze
of just one year.
The same for years
upon long lives;

our lives against the
gaze that shortens all.

Across the misty
seas of time

Had we but trapped
mere one
or two
we might have called
our labors not in vain;
but vain they are.
The night is thick.
Our fingers slip
and stick
across the slimy nets,

Tomorrow
| shall sail with you and all
across the bay.
Next year we'll set new sails
far-pitch new nets.

We wait the night-noon’s stroke
to make
next year’s tomorrow
today.
Our world

searching shoals

might just as well

both before, beyond

we hoped would be;

we hear the past-pitched

knocking off the snails

wail of forlorn foghorns:
echoing the emptiness
of the night.

and tangled seaweed.

be nets of grass
(or coils of dung)
neat packed, safe stored
beneath our shifting keels.
We’re hungry now,
and lonely,

but tomorrow we sail.

Why Circus?
Bro. Robert Hollis, S.M.

Helena, Helena, the Cross burns

Near Doctor Black’s front porch
Etching blood against the murky
Sky where flitting fireflies
Wink luridly
Of things taboo in daylight.
Helena, Helena, the cross defends
Living in its blackened ash.
(But why do they not feel its searing?)
Your search has brought
Confidence to the land of purple trash
And yet they do not comprehend.
Who is it for, Helena, for Who?

Is it for the colored vendor of blue
Ice cream?
Or the peanut man
from Milan?

Helena, Helena, the people bleed
But why do they plant our cross
In icy pits of hardened lead?
The cross is burning
And Doctor Black is on the rack.
Forgive them, Helena, and
Ease the beam onto his back
Since he showed it once to me.
Black is black and white is white
So employ the cross for better use
Than gray knick-knacks for sated
Harpies or the muted true.
Helena, Helena, the cross burns.
Tell me the truth—who is it for?
It pales the olive skin of the peanut man
From Milan

It blanches the colored vendor

Something human stinketh
That has been passed too long

Why this symbol for the gourd

Without the recognition

of orgied offering?

Of black and right and wrong.

| hear them—the chanting pharisees—
! feel their cross and smell their fire
And | see them build a Trojan pyre
And crown it with a cross without
a Cause.

Why do they circus on Dr. Black's
Front yard and play the lout
For the tock of the clock and selling out
To a colored roustabout?

of the blue ice cream.

Bro. Robert Hollis, S.M.

Youth at the Pond
| am the maker of my mind
but wish | weren't.
| live ponds and at twelve
Throw liverwort at ducks.
But, perhaps, my sophistications
are unnoticed by the world.

Well, back to the stage—
My slivered thoughts slash
crooked snakes
But they, my whited audience,
spurn my gifts of office.
Creator breathing wishful
thoughts am |—
And | lord my kingdom and
throw my rocks
While antediluvians trek up stairs
to the reliquary of the dead..
|, the maker of my mind,
care little for Ozymandias
Or his initialed chunk of stone
or dust on tattered tapestries.
Let them drink and quaff in art
their carbonated dust
And citified frames of reference
of the elan vital.
I'll make my world my whole
and throw liverwort at the ducks.

And tomorrow
It will come

and my stagely court
Will march up steps of sure
content with the deathness
Called Museum.

Sister Thomas Mary, C.PP.S.

The Word
Menacing, clear, selfless,
Sound in secret.

Opening the closed.
Enriched by measure
Merciful election of dignity without beginning.
Incomprehensible leap purposed to encompass regions
Toward warmth and fecundity—
Asset—
Wholly another.

Karen Torppey

Jim Cain

Power Diffused

Some Thoughts on Glory

When kingship leaves the heart
And moves to other senses

The wind blows the dust of Persia
Into the footsteps of the Macedonian
And at night cats fight and run in ragged ruins
Where lions prowled in the City of Eagles.
The mountains grow old.

A sudden startling part
Of king diffuses.

Diffusion of gases is
a positive law,
of power like this—
no law, a flaw
in man, a miss
of mind in kind.

The Scourge of God laughs with wrathful glee,
Leading his hordes thundering through hell as once on earth.
Sea birds circle and cry in empty fjords.
Te dragon ships are beached forever.
The sea has grey hair.

Shall we attempt to define

Hastings is an empty field,

The heart-left power
Unceased till more divine
Signs show slow series?

Low grey fog in the early dawn.
Elizabeth Regina, through the grace of God,
No longer plots and Essex lives.
The face of the land wrinkles.

Definition is not
classified where
who why what—
it’s nowthere
and gone and was.
Then why

signs slow series?

Sliding down a wave of wind a hawk eyes
The river and the plain called Greasy Grass.
Motels and neon and tin cans
Halt at last Pickett’s charge.
The sky sleeps often.

The trench-slashed earth at Verdun

The king returned to the throne

Has healed itself and is smooth once more.

Carries cored Christ and Cordelia

No more ring cries of joy for the presence of the god-man

As if to say the spirit alone
Rules kingdom and king and no diffusion

Corporal from Austria with a bullet in his head.
Time grows weary.
The battle feast is over and the carrion birds are flown.
Earth and time have swallowed up the arms of man.
The banners rot, the bugles rust, the earth waits patiently.
And a boy walks guard in Korea.

Quaint? Quite! Authentic? Very! Quiet? No! In
fact Ye Olde Lonesome Valley Tavern was, to be
contemporary, jumping. This particular tavern was

one of the relics of Cyprus—Ohio, that is—a small
town of one hundred and fifty years’ age and
about nineteen hundred souls. Huge logs formed

the walls of the Gulch, as undergraduates from
Cyprus University were wont to call the place. The

ceiling was low, ethnic-looking in the thick haze of
cigarette smoke quivering with the sound of an
Jim Cain

If Witches Were Horses

easy hundred students madly shouting to be heard
above one another. The beer flowed like water.

The conversations were something else.
“Man is the despoiler, he defecates on
the beauty of nature...”

“|... anyway, what Zeno had working for
him was his arguments, see? Now when we get to
Democritus...”

“| think the creative artist is a man alone,
tragically, wonderfully, exquisitely lonely.”
“So | says to this broad, honey, | says,

you and me’s known each other for a long time,
you know, so! says...”
“Well, if you want to know, | think she

took his pin just so she could make Carl angry at
her and then he’d try to get her to go with him,
Oe

“Yeah, this thing is murder. Man, it’s got
two four-barrels, three-quarter race, competition
clutch, and four on the floor. Sharp, baby, this
thing has been chopped, channeled, got a Dago

rake, a robin’s-egg blue metallic finish, and lakers.
an

“Personally, Doctor Magruder is a rat fink.
| mean, who else would pull a test like that? Talk
about in loco parentis, my grade school teachers
gave me more freedom.”
“But how could this cat Berkeley say
there wasn’t nothin’? Look, | reach across the
table, right? And | touch you, right? And | see you,
right? So how can the cat swing out like that?”
“Marla was supposed to have a showing

in the Union last week, but she called it off because she didn’t feel that the caliber of the student
minds here were sufficient to comprehend what
she was trying to say. | think her work with tin cans
and finger paints is simply futuristic, don’t...”
“The damn Dean said | now need afresh-

man course that | didn’t need as a freshman. It
seems that when the school decided to do away
with the old policy of...”

And in a far corner sat Henry P(lotinus)
A(vicenna) Borodinski, vainly trying to write a letter

to Judy Smith, his one and only girl friend, who
was away studying acting in New York. Hank was
a local, had decided to go to C.U. instead of away.
Judy had heard the siren call of the drama and

hastened away to learn how to be a tree, an egg,
and, when the teacher didn’t feel in his true life’s
role, a human being. That’s what she was, a human

being, being pretty silly.
But Hank didn’t think so. He was convinced she was to be a great actress and only
hoped that he, as a professor of literature, could
come close to her tremendous talent and artistic

“Yes. Thank you.”
See? Everyday sort of thing. But when

ability. Someday he would be the Only American

Expert in Medieval Transylvanian Occult Literature. And her wrote her daily, and she answered
him on occasion —the pressures of her career
training, you know.
In another corner of the room sat Katrina
Elke Salizar, a junior in Music. At this point the plot
thickens. But let us leave the students to their fun
and look at their campus.
Cyprus U. was founded by an eccentric
old gentleman who shall go unnamed. It is a very
liberal arts college. The campus is covered with

they reach the dorm:
“Well goodnight, Katy.”

trees and the buildings with ivy, which is well, be-

good night.”
“Hexaglorophenveritoquemaronakov

cause it hides the varied-colored brick used on the
brick buildings and turns the Quonset huts that
have been serving as temporary classrooms since
the Versailles Treaty into delightful hillocks of
green. The town isn’t real large for the place, and

‘“‘What do you think of the theme for homecoming?”
It’s very collegiate and appropriate.”
“Are you going?”

“No, Judy can’t get home.”
“That’s too bad. I’m not going either, but
| wish | were.”

“Yes, that would be nice if you could. Well,
bubi!”’
Oh, wait a minute, there is something that
you should have been told before this. Katy comes
from a long line of Roumanian witches. Now this

the students can’t stand the middle-class attitudes

curse that she just cast upon poor Hank is a real

of the town. They get along well enough.

stickler. What it entails is that the recipient become an animal of some sort. In this particular
case, Hank becomes a rhesus monkey. The cursed
one, or cursee, if you wish, retains his human intelligence and has the power to change himself

We have managed to ki!l enough time to

allow Hank to leave the bar. He walks up the street,
drops the letter in the corner mail-box, and heads

home. And right behind him comes Katy. See,
Katy’s in love with Hank. | don’t think | need elucidate further. Not that it’s dirty or something, just
rather commonplace.

into any other animal he chooses. But he cannot
change himself back into a man. To achieve this,
this being a pretty stock solution, he must find

“Hank?”

someone who really loves him and will kiss him.

“Oh, hi, Katy. Going home?”
“Yes. Are you?”

Kiss a rhesus monkey? The catch is that he has
but six months to do it. If he misses his deadline,

“Yes. Would you like me to walk you to
the dorm?”

he is doomed to remain the animal he was at the
end of the period. A kiss can still effect the change,

but he loses his intellect and so cannot seek love.
Katy was pretty angry, you have to admit
that. But after all, the guy had been doing her like
this for two years, and she did love him. Poor Hank,
though, was in a real bind. She had explained the
stipulations and conditions of the curse, but he
couldn’t get accustomed to the tail dragging be-

another letter from old Stupid back home.”

was quite simple: all he had to do was get to New

“You mean Plotinus Avicenna?”
“Who else?”
‘“‘What’s he have to say?”
“The usual romantic crap.” You will be
spared the rest of this, but it was quite painful to
Hank, as was the ejection from the apartment when
she discovered him. He should have remembered
she didn’t like cats.
The next day he lit on her shoulder as a
parrot, and she kept him. But her interest was only

York and find Judy, then make her recognize him,
profess her love, and kiss him. So he changed
himself into a carrier pigeon and flew east. Two
days later he was circling high above the city.

even bought an eye patch. And for the next four
months he stayed with her, faithful, bringing her
things like a dog and trying in every way to show

hind him. So he turned himself into a Manx cat and
slunk home.
The next morning he had the answer. It

As he flew about, trying to locate the area
in which Judy was staying, a nagging thought ran
through his mind. There was something about

in looking original, so no love was involved. She

forth his human intelligence. She wasn’t interested.
During the fourth month she began to

The Waterfront. Oh yes, there were hawks that
preyed on pigeons in the city. So he effected a

leave him home. So he would turn himself into an
ape and open the window, then into a nighthawk
and fly out and follow her. One night as he flew
above her he saw a group of evil-looking men fol-

quick mid-air change and scared the hell out of a
hawk that suddenly found itself diving for a giant

lowing close on her heels. She walked faster. So
did they. She began to jog; so did they. Hank

pigeons in New York that he remembered from On

condor.

acted. Landing quickly in an alley, he changed

He found Judy’s apartment, changed to a

himself into a huge black panther. As soon as she

sparrow, and lit on the window sill. The apartment
was a three-room affair, and as far as he could see,

had gone by, he sprang out and faced the men.
They screamed and ran back the way they had
come. When he turned around with fawning gestures, he saw Judy had fainted dead away.
For the rest of the month the police
scoured the neighborhood looking for the panther.

no one was home. His wait was brief, though. Soon
Judy came in, but with a man. ‘‘What is this?” Hank
thought. When Judy opened the window for air, he
slipped in. And he changed himself into a cat.

“Hey, look,” it was Judy’s voice, “I got

And they looked for a gorilla and a boa constrictor

and any number of animals until they began to
wonder whether everyone had the DT’s or some
crank was running a private zoo.
They were quick to note that Judy was
always involved with these animals in some way.
So was she quick to note this. It wasn’t a discovery
that served to instill courage in the heart of a mere

woman.
One day Herb, her New York boy friend,
took her riding. At the stables she was immediately
drawn to a magnificent bay stallion. The attendant,

a none too bright boy, saddled the horse and

attracted only to this mare. But the lovely thing re-

sisted his attentions, though with an air of preoccupation. He persisted; she kept him at a distance, until one day she looked at him strangely,
then suddenly trotted over to him and touched her
muzzle to his.
“Katy, what are you doing here?”
“| thought that was you.”

"Outs,
“I was cursed myself. The Grand Order of
Witches, sort of a supreme soviet or congress, decided that since | cursed you because | loved you
and not out of normal malicious feelings, | had to
be punished. So, since you went out as a horse, |

helped her aboard. Herb no sooner said “Shall we
be off?” than the bay was, and Judy with him. You
guessed it: Hank. The cops stopped him around
41st Street.
It was a very docile stallion they returned
to the stable. He was put in his stall and fed and,

457 in the Statutes of Witchery: | had to be the
same as you. Fate brought us together.”
“Why didn’t you kiss me sooner?”

had to become a horse. That’s Edict #376890-Mnt-

when they saw he wasn’t going to act up, groomed.

“How’d you like to kiss a horse?”

This gave him a deep feeling of contentment, and
he stood quietly for the rest of the day, swishing
flies and gazing at some of the better-looking
mares in the other stalls.
Right again, the six months were up. The

“Yes, but...”
“Oh, shut up and let me do all the talking.”
We leave this happy couple here. They did
eventually marry, are very happy. Hank, sorry, Doc,
uh, Henry P. A. Borodinski, Ph.D., Transylvanian

owner of the stable sold the bay (couldn’t keep a

Occult Literature of the Medieval Period, many,

horse like that—he was still puzzled over his appearance from nowhere and no one’s claiming

many publications to his name, teaches at Cyprus
U. His wife retains some of her witchly powers,

him) to a dude ranch in Arizona. Hank was turned

which have served admirably when the good doc-

out to pasture with a herd of mares.
Then one day a strange mare was added

tor is doing research. Imagine, a personal interview with such people as Adam, Aristotle, Rasputin, and De Sade.
What happened to Judy? Who cares?

to the herd, and something went amiss with the
bay stallion. He lost his polygamous urges. He was

